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So What, Who Cares?
 Macro-Security system needs multiple system-level lingua francas

 (Entity Assignment and Tracking, Threat, Policy, Decisional)

 Informational lf: Probability updates put TSE’s on common ground

 Common risk framework enables clear understanding of tradeoffs among cost, 
efficiency, and PD

 Passenger-level anomalies contain information: 2 TWL passengers on same flight is ~ as 
strong a signal as carrying a knife or other PI; 3 TWL in airport

 Certification procedure must reflect system-level priorities as much as TSE-level 
priorities
 ROC curves vs. operating points

 Rapid-response 

 Crucial role of data flowing back from airports to system / TSE providers to utilize 
information
 Create nonthreat model

 Spot anomalies

 Improve discrimination

 Whole-system design, with strong central leadership, will achieve cost and 
operational efficiency at system level; can be approached in steps
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Talk motifs: data feedback from airports; consistently 
quantitative risk assesment



High-Level Goals Are 
Simply Stateable

 Move X passengers and 
belongings per hour 
across a security 
perimeter

 In a footprint of size Y
 Subject to

 Constraint: cost / 
passenger < Cacceptable

 Constraint: P(threat 
event)<Pacceptable

 Soft Constraint: 
passenger experience

Talk uses mostly checkpoint for examples, 
but methods extend to checked bags
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Ctoday~$3.25 / passenger

travelplantips.com



MacroSecurity is an 
Informational Approach

 Make best use of all available 
information

 Better info → fewer FA, higher PD → 
higher throughput, more targeted 
secondary inspection → better 
passenger experience, lower costs, 
better security

 Clarify and motivate tradeoffs

 How to distribute limited resources to 
maximally cover the possibilities

 Limited resources include passenger 
time and goodwill

 Accept that there is such a thing as 
Pacceptable

 Practical range1E-10 to 3E-12

 Low end is 1 bad event per 100 
years of world air traffic volume

 Comparing aviation today to 100 
years ago, it will be completely 
different by then

 Good odds that no events 
happen in current-era 
aviation
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Require lf for 
System P(event)
 Initial estimate of P(event) at customer checkin

 Update P(event) at every data acquisition

 Comparison to threat lists

 Behavioral tracking

 Bag scans

 Body scans

 Secondary screens

 Tertiary screens

 LEO actions

 Continue acquisitions until one of

 P(event)<Pacceptable

 1E-11?

 P(event)>Punacceptable

 ~5E-7?

 Cost > Cacceptable

 Smallish multiple of $3.25?

 No more data will be available
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Combine 
Information for 
Low PFA
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Not All Alarms are 
Created Equal

 Want TSE to report these 
three cases differently

 Today, generally report 1 
bit of information (0 or 1, 
Clear or Alarm)

 TSE reports classification and 
confidence
 Softmax over multiple 

classifications?
 Including 

 “Nothing of Interest”

 “I don’t usually see this”
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Blue: Signal to 
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Macro Security Requires a 
Threat Model

 Systematic approach requires estimates of

 P(Detector Result | Threat)

 For instance

 Probability that a bad actor will have a 
prohibited item detected in their baggage

 Probability that a bad actor will take an extra 
long time to get from check-in to security

 Probability that a bad actor will check-in 
onto the same flight as a separate high-
threat-category passenger

 Crude models are numerically valuable

 Can baby-step to best models

 Model owned outside of TSE’s

 Best performance requires significant input from 
real-world data

 Real-world data must be coupled with 
reasonable but numerically-explicit assumptions

 TSE’s report classifications and confidence (the 
detector findings); model turns those into 
probability updates

 Existing security system today already makes such 
assumptions

 Implicitly rather than explicitly
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The Role of Anomalies

 It is to be expected that P(Anomaly | 
Threat) >> P(Anomaly)

 System can in principle be set by fiat 
such that

 Sufficiently anomalous observations 
are assigned to an anomaly category

 “Sufficiently” anomalous can be 
defined as inducing an FA rate that is 
not operationally burdensome

 “Anomaly” category model of 
𝑃𝑃 𝐴𝐴𝐸𝐸𝐴𝐴𝑠𝑠𝑟𝑟𝐸𝐸𝑟𝑟 | 𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸

𝑃𝑃(𝐴𝐴𝐸𝐸𝐴𝐴𝑠𝑠𝑟𝑟𝐸𝐸𝑟𝑟)
set high enough to 

trigger Punacceptable for most or all 
categories of passengers

 Challenge

 Need sufficient data from airports for 
TSE’s to be able to recognize “I don’t 
normally see something like this”

 Need protocol for TSE’s to report 
anomalous observation
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Rapid Response

 Three Options For  
Responding to Events
 Change initial P(threat) 

for some or all 
passenger classes

 Add new detection 
actions to decision tree
 “Is there a laptop?”

 Change the Event 
Model
 Increase P(Hat | 

Threat)
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Implications for 
Certification
 Vendor strategy is driven by certification

 Explore ROC-curve based model?
 Algorithm outputs category-confidence 

values, not alarm/clear binary values

 Current EDS cert effectively corresponds 
to one category 

 Internally to TSL: characterize PD/PFA at 
each threshold of confidence value

 If there exists any threshold for which 
PD/PFA pass current cert requirements

 Set the operating threshold in passing 
region, the machine is certified to current 
standards

 As standards evolve
 Option to vary sensitivity / PFA continuously

 Add new category classifiers as needed to 
already-certified machines

 Replay test to evaluate PFA impact

 Balance rapid feedback with 
(appropriate) concerns about test-set 
transparency
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Cost and Throughput 
Depend on Discrimination

 P(threat) informational model depends 
on outcomes of ordered measurements

 Costs of the system depend on ability of 
each measurement to improve 
knowledge (i.e. its discrimination)

 Related to, but not quite the same, as 
PD/PFA

 More closely related to ROC curve

 Throughput of system depends on action 
of decision tree under normal conditions

 Closely related to PFA

 Cost, throughput, and security all 
depend on the discrimination of 
individual TSE’s

 Often in non-obvious ways

 This is where commonality and clarity will 
pay off

 Can model tradeoffs in the 
MacroSecurity decision tree
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Some Nice Round 
Numbers

 3.5B passenger-flights per annum in world

 1B passenger-flights per annum in USA

 Following taken from Wikipedia rounded to 
one significant digit

 ~2000 guns / year in USA

 ~100,000 prohibited items / year in USA

 ~1000 Americans on no-fly list

 ~20000 non-Americans on no-fly list

 ~100,000 Americans on “terrorist watch list”

 ~2M non-Americans on TWL

 Some Calculations

 Averaged over all flights of last 10 years in 
USA

 P(event)<1E-10

 Assuming P(PI present | threat)=0.5

 Update factor for finding PI is ~5000 (= 0.5 / 
(100000/1B))

 P(updated)=5E-7

 Assuming P(gun | threat) = 0.1

 Update factor for finding gun is ~50000 (= 
0.1 / (2000/1B))

 P(threat updated)=5E-6

 Assuming P(On TWL | threat)=0.2

 Initial P for TWL should be 6E-8=1E-
10*0.2/(100k/300M)

 Assuming P(Comrade On TWL | threat)=0.2

 Updated P after finding a second person 
on same flight on TWL: 4E-7
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Strong Centralization 
Required Challenges not addressed here

 Entity tracking

 Networking of TSE’s

 Intelligence Input

 New hardware for passenger ID, tracking

 Define protocols for
 Initial passenger assignment 

(communication with external databases)

 Detector networking and reporting to 
system

 Intelligence input to system threat model 

 Defining a measurement decision tree

 Updating probability estimates

 Certification of TSE’s

 Define and own
 Measurement set

 Decision tree

 Threat model
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Baggage 
Check-In

100% - Level 1 - Auto

30% - Level 2 - Indicative

1% - Level 3 – C.T.

0.1% - Level 4 - Reconcile

Level 5 - Suspect

Percent of Total Bags Cleared

70%of Total Bags

29%  

0.9%

0.1%

Multi-Level Screening 
Process

(Non-US Protocol)



Whole System 
Design Is 
Required
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Whole System Design Is 
Required

 Every little decision has impacts throughout system
 ASL vs Standalone
 How many divest stations
 How deep a secondary queue
 How long operator review is
 Reconstitution
 Ratio of secondary : primary

 Holistic design only possible with strong centralizers
 ROC curves
 P(threat|what’s known)
 Replay / rapid deployment
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Certification Is Central To 
Development Strategy
 Machine development NRE is a risk by vendors of tens of 

millions of dollars
 Development decisions, design decisions, and roadmaps 

are driven in large part by requirement to achieve 
certification

 Any significant shifts to TSA development thinking must be 
accompanied by “what (if any) changes to certification 
procedure are required by this shift?”
 Otherwise, unintended consequences

 Replay / rapid deployment
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We Can Better Use 
Operators’ Time By 
Reducing Cognitive 
Load
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Transmission X-ray Rules for 
a Reason

 Cheap, fast, effective
 Can leverage off medical 

experience
 Engineering highly 

optimized
 Easy to train humans to 

use

 From security point of 
view: the easy part of the 
80/20 tradeoff
 Corollary of 80/20: 

progress from here costs 
16x per unit of 
performance

1897
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Operational Costs

 From testimony on FY17 budget
 https://www.tsa.gov/news/testimony/2016/03/01/heari

ng-fy17-budget-request-transportation-security-
administration

 $3.1B in operational expenses related to TSO activities
 $200M in equipment expenses

 949M passengers annually
 Broadly: the US spends about $3.25 in operational 

costs per passenger
 About $0.21 in equipment

 European cost models are broadly similar
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Cost Models

 Broadly: the US spends about $3.25 in operational 
costs per passenger
 Dominant costs are

 Threat review by operators at checkpoint

 Secondary resolution of false alarms at checkpoint

 Lesser costs are
 Secondary resolution of false alarms in checked bags

 Tertiary+ resolution of false alarms in checked bags

 About $0.21 in equipment
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Throughput Models

 There’s more to throughput than belt speed
 All processing systems reach an equilibrium where 

they are gated by the slowest throughput stream
 In airport checkpoints today

 Near tie between primary review and secondary 
resolution
 Both much slower than scanner throughputs

 Many ways to address
 Parallelize primary review
 Speed up secondary resolution
 Parallelize secondary resolution
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System-Level Design

 All processing systems reach an equilibrium where 
they are gated by the slowest throughput stream
 Cannot buy TSE’s in isolation

 Intelligent flow, fan-in/fan-out, throughput matching 
required to get smooth system at peak input 
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